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I traveled to the Delta.  Where do go from here? 

In July of 2019, I had the privilege of participating in an NEH workshop at Delta State 

University in Cleveland, Mississippi.  The workshop was titled The Most Southern Place on 

Earth: Music, Culture, and History in the Mississippi Delta  and was facilitated by Delta State 

Univeristy’s Delta Center for Culture and Learning .  

Before this workshop, I have had the good fortune to travel the world over the last two 

decades. I have traveled to over 20 countries (some of them many times) and have had a 

myriad of experiences.  I have walked the Camino de Santiago in Northern Spain, I have sailed 

a Turkish gulet through the Turkish and Greek islands of the Aegean Sea, and I have traveled 

the lush countrysides in Cambodia where unimaginable horrors took place in the 1970s.  It 

occurred to me last year, that I have not experienced enough of my own country.  I turned my 

eyes south, and ended up in the Mississippi Delta.  

Coming from Boston, Mississippi almost feels like a foreign country.  Accents, food, 

geography, climate… all different.  In so many ways, Massachusetts is the opposite of the 

south, especially Mississippi.  If one takes a simple look at statistics based on income, 

education, medical, etc., one will see how different the regions can be.   The enormous red 

brick mills scattered throughout the mill cities of Massachusetts are where southern cotton 

was spun into the fortunes of the old Yankee New England elite.  Boston was the northeast 

terminus of the great migration.  Slavery was declared illegal by the Massachusetts 

Constitution in the 1700s, and the Abolishionist movement thrived throughout the state and 

New England region, while Mississippi was a stronghold of slavery.  

Given the dichotomy of the North and South, people in the north have held an attitude 

of superiority over the south.  There is no doubt that the south has earned a lot of its negative 

historical reputation.  In this workshop, I was able to learn that the sins of the south, 

particularly Mississippi were worse than I originally thought.  The power of The Most Southern 

Place on Earth  is that what you learn leads you to self reflection.  Mississippi often serves as a 

historical caricature of racism and oppression.  This workshop brought me to the realization 

that the caricature allowed the North to ignore its own racism and oppression.  Yes, there 



were Jim Crow laws that enforced segregation, but northern cities were and continue to be 

segregated without any such laws. 

It is now 2019 and Boston, New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, and other northern 

cities are all segregated in terms of  housing and education.  There are shamefully large racial 

discrepancies in terms of housing, healthcare, education, and incarceration rates throughout 

the north.  This all leads to many questions. Where do I go from here?  What role do I play in 

this? How do I reinforce racism?  Am I part of the problem or am I part of the solution?  What 

can I do as a person and what can I do as an educator?  

I teach in the Boston Public Schools system where there were schools long before the 

United States was a country.  Unfortunately, the schools are still racially segregated.  With that 

segregation comes disparities in resources, focus, and political capital.  Participating in this 

workshop forced me to confront my own biases and responsibilities.  How do I move forward? 

What can I do to change the things around me?  How do I recognize things that not only 

should have changed centuries ago, but should have never existed in the first place?  The Most 

Southern Place on Earth  will serve as a guide in how I plan for my teaching how I live my life 

going forward.  

The Most Southern Place on Earth also showed me the beauty of the Mississippi Delta.  I 

got to experience the warm and welcoming interactions, the amazing food, the art, the 

literature, and of course , the music.   I met people who have decided to move on, despite 

seemingly unspeakable atrocities in their lives.  I saw people who are very proud of the beauty 

in their surroundings.  And as a lover of music, I got to see where one of America’s greatest 

contributions to the world originated.  Without the Mississippi Delta and its mighty river, 

there are no Blues, no Rock and Roll, no B.B. King, no Beatles, no Led Zeppelin, no U2.  The list 

can go on forever.  The culture of America would be different.  Much of what people from 

around the world listen to through their headphones, car speakers, and in the backgrounds of 

their movies can be traced right back to the Mississippi Delta.  

I want to thank the National Endowment of the Humanities, Delta State Univeristy’s 

Delta Center for Culture and Learning , the facilitators and instructors, the teachers I met from 

around the country and, especially, Lee Aylward and Dr. Rolando Herts.  I left this workshop a 

better teacher and person than the way I arrived.  


